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Why are Interview Questions Important?

● Show interviewers your knowledge
● Screening process in recruitment 
● Demonstrates your interest in the field

Topics Covered Today:

● Why (firm name)? Why IB?
● Accounting
● Current Events
● Valuation



Resources

Behavioral 
Questions Guide

Accounting 
Questions Guide

The 400 Technical 
Questions Guide

DCF Questions 
Guide

DOTS has a Wall Street Prep account so use it to learn more!

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lujsa1z-FEls1lMkJdD1tnZ-yNNlspAJ/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/178ldExaYmKNWyiUwhL_DaEcosLvxi_pc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1XDiDmBMN3OxQhCgBqcBO6z4DJNxj0JC2/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LHnIujqZqUtn-CrXlDdsSwjVV0ZFoPUE/view?usp=sharing


The most important questions: Why (firm name)?
● Be specific!
● Do your research on the firm
● Weave things you’ve learned in conversations with professionals

How to format your answer:

● Overall firm culture: Collaborative? Competitive?
● Mention specific people you’ve spoken to and how you resonate with their 

stories
● Interest in certain groups or products
● Firm’s position on the street
● Recent deals that you are attracted to 



The most important questions: Why IB?
● Connect your response to your personal story
● Be specific! Demonstrate that you’re willing to work hard long hours and 

relate that to your experience (but don’t explicitly say you want to work long 
hours lol)

● Exposure to senior management and mentorship
● Interested in different product groups

○ Being able to deep dive and master a certain product is interesting
○ Mention industry preference 

● Enjoy reading about markets and the bigger implications 
● Enjoy doing technical work
● IB has a combination of both technical skills as well as client facing role that 

would play to strengths of teamwork and communication as well as 
quantitative skills



Accounting Topics: Valuing a Company

Evaluate a company only review one financial statement?

● Statement of Cash Flows
● Best indicator of company health
● Go into specific line items

Evaluate a company but only review two financial statements?

● Income statement and balance sheet
● The SCF can be constructed from the other two statements
● Explain each statement’s purpose

 



Accounting Topics: How Do the Three Statements Link?

1. Net Income from the bottom of the Income Statement becomes the top line of 
the Cash Flow Statement.

2. You add back non-cash expenses from the Income Statement (and flip the 
signs of items such as Gains and Losses).

3. You reflect changes in operational Balance Sheet line items – if an Asset goes 
up, cash flow goes down and vice versa; if a Liability goes up, cash flow goes 
up and vice versa.

4. You reflect Purchases and Sales of Investments and PP&E in Cash Flow from 
Investing.



Accounting Topics: How Do the Three Statements Link?

4. You reflect Dividends, Debt issued or repurchased, and Shares issued or 
repurchased in Cash Flow from Financing.

5. You calculate the net change in cash at the bottom of the CFS, and then link this 
into cash at the top of the next period’s Balance Sheet.

6. You update the Balance Sheet to reflect changes in Cash, Debt, Equity, 
Investments, PP&E, and anything else that came from the Cash Flow Statement.

7. Net income from the 



Accounting Topics: Depreciation & Amortization

What is the impact of a $10 increase in depreciation on the three financial 
statements?

● Income Statement - Increase in expense by $10 to represent the increase in 
depreciation. Pre-tax income is down by $10. After tax (assuming a 40% tax 
rate), net income will be down $6

● Statement of Cash Flows - Net Income flows onto the statement of cash flows 
as down $6. Then depreciation is added back due to the fact that it is a 
non-cash expense. -$6 + $10 = cash up $4

● Balance Sheet - Cash is up by $4 on the assets side but PPE is down by $10 as 
depreciation is making that less valuable. Assets are down by $6. On the SE 
and Liabilities side, net income flows into retained earnings, making it down 
$6.



Current Events
● Market headwinds and tailwinds
● Pick an industry you’re interested in
● Know at least one deal both qualitatively and quantitatively

● Analyze headlines
● Resources:

○ WSJ
○ NYT
○ Financial Times
○ Seeking Alpha



Equity vs. Debt

EQUITY DEBT

(+) flexible (+) cheap, interest tax shield

(+) help growth with restricted 
cash flows from projects

(-) less flexible, repayment 
schedule, restrictions, covenants

(-) dilute shares, can cause loss in 
corporate control; dilution

(-) higher cost to capital



Equity Value vs Enterprise Value

EQUITY VALUE ENTERPRISE VALUE

Equity Value = Total Shares 
Outstanding * Current Share 
Price

EV = Market Capitalization + 
Market Value of Debt – Cash and 
Equivalents.

Residual value Value of entire business

Equity value = Enterprise value - 
net debt

Includes non controlling interest 
and preferred stock



Valuation Methods: Precedent Transactions
Steps in a Precedent Transactions Valuation

1. Compile a full list of all transactions involving companies in similar 
industries and / or of similar size.

2. Narrow down the list to have 5-10 transactions, preferably involving 
companies with similar revenues, market capitalizations, industries and 
geographical locations.

3. Decide which multiples to use, the most common ones being Forward & 
Trailing EV / Revenue and Forward & Trailing EV / EBITDA.

4. Calculate the average multiple values for the transaction companies and the 
values for your company.

5. Apply the average multiples to your company to gain an idea of how it would 
be valued in a transaction.



Valuation Methods: Comps
● Comparing companies based on similar metrics 
● “Relative” measure of a company 

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Actual valuations grounded in 
reality 

Difficult to find actual true comps 

Easy to calculate with widely 
available public data

Influenced by temporary market 
conditions or non-fundamental 
factors

Useful way to assess market 
assumptions

Not useful when there are few or 
no comps



Valuation Methods: Comps
● Comparing companies based on similar metrics 
● “Relative” measure of a company 
● Using company’s valuation ratio to determined whether a firm is overvalued 

or undervalued
● Common ratios used are EV/EBITDA, EV/EBIT, P/E

Steps in a Comps Valuation

1. Select an appropriate set of comparable public companies.
2. Determine the metrics and multiples you want to use.
3. Calculate the metrics and multiples for all the companies.
4. Apply the median or 25th or 75th percentile multiples from the set to your 

company to estimate its Implied Equity Value and Enterprise Value.



Valuation Methods: DCF
● Intrinsic measure of the value of a firm
● Company is worth the present value of its future cash flows

ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES

Most accurate method Can be overvalued

Most detailed method considers 
each financial statement 

Requires a large number of 
assumptions

Includes all major assumptions 
about business

Looks at company in isolation

Includes future expectations Terminal value and WACC is 
difficult to estimate



Valuation Methods: DCF

Walking through a DCF

1. Project a company’s Free Cash Flows over a 5-10 year period.
2. Calculate the company’s Discount Rate, usually using WACC (Weighted
Average Cost of Capital).
3. Discount and sum up the company’s Free Cash Flows.
4. Calculate the company’s Terminal Value.
5. Discount the Terminal Value to its Present Value.
6. Add the discounted Free Cash Flows to the discounted Terminal Value.



Valuation Methods: LBO
● A leveraged buyout (LBO) is a type of acquisition whereby the cost of buying a 

company is financed primarily with borrowed funds. 
● LBOs are often executed by private equity firms who raise the fund using 

various types of debt

What kinds of companies are considered for LBOs?

● Mature companies with stable cash flows
● Can pay down debt 
● Strong management team


